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UD BUSINESS STUDENTS
PRACTICE CORPORATE COMPETITION
DAYTON, Ohio, March 25, 1981

A bill sits before the legislature that if

passed would remove from the law exclusive franchise of soft drink bottlers and
could considerably shrink the profits of a major cola company.

That situation is

confounded as the company also faces an attempted buyout by a foreign investor.
Sound like a day in the life of a corporate executive?

That is exactly

the role a group of University of Dayton business majors played not just for a day
but for nearly four months while they were players on a corporate management team
determining the profit, or loss, of a hypothetical cola company, La Bottleme.
The exercise in corporate mane1.."V'ering is the Intercollegiate Business Competition, sponsored by the Emory University Graduate School of Business in Atlanta.
Competition is offered as an honors course in the UD undergraduate business curriculum.

un business faculty select from the creme de la creme of business students those
who will participate.
UD 1 s team and 27 other college and university business schools were divided
into foul." "industries" or di-v-isions, each school acting as one company competi!lg
for their slice of the soft drink marketplace.
"The competition," said

un finance and accounting major and team member Doug

Scott, "has quite a drawing power."

Undergraduate business progra!ns of colleges

and universities from across the country are invited to participate by Emory based
on their general reputation.

This year, Scott said 25 schools were turned away

from the competition and put on a waiting list.
-more-
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Besides

securing second place status among schools like Carnegie-Mellon,

Loyola, Marquette, Pepperdine, and Tulane Univers i ties, Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, the Universities of Cincinnati,

Ricr~ond

and Denver, and Washington

University, the practice of applying what you know to decide corporate fortune
benefits business students in ways that are far reaching.

To Scott, a native

Northern Californian studying on the President's Scholarship at UD, "the game
was one of the biggest challenges of my academic career.

It gave me a chance

to apply almost everything I've learned about business so far."

And Scott feels

the direct application of theory and the profits it realized, although admitting
it was only a game, gave him an edge in being accepted into the Harvard master's
of business administration program.
The first phase of the competition is "Game Play" and is designed to
replicate actual business conditions over a period of time.

For six weeks

that represent nearly three years in business reality, students make via computer
quantitative decisions on all the factors that affect corporate profit , such as
finance, marketing, production, pricing, labor, salaries, shipping, advertising.
By demonstrating consistently throughout the Game Play that they were earning the
top profits of all the companies and backing their decisions with sound business
rationale, the UD students won in their industry and progressed to Atlanta last
month for step number 2 of the business simulation.

Here, they battled against

champion schools of the other three industries for the best impromptu presentation
to their "stockholders" -- in this case Emory graduate business students and faculty
and executives from Atlanta's soft drink industry who were judges -- of their
strategy to offset the attempted buyout and franchise removal legislation if passed.
UD, again, emerged shining.

And for round three in the game, they were thrown yet

another impromptu case concerning a proposal to add a lemon-lime drink to their
products.
-more-
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Overall, the UD business students-turned-corporate-planners

finished second

only to the University of Cincinnati.
In order to meet face-to-face their competition at Emory in February, the
UD students began preparing themselves last October.

Recalled Scott, "We had to

know all there is to know about the cola industry: future trends in the market,
where we should apply our research and development efforts, demographics, community
relations, effective advertising techniques."

But being able to recite those facts

from note cards is not adequate preparation, according to team member and marketing
major Sherry Bell.

"You have to be ready to pull the information from your back

pocket when they (the judges) fire the questions."
But the practice of competing looms larger than the research in the minds
of the UD business novices when it comes to assigning educational value to the
contest.

Said Scott, "The competition of the game matches 'real world' business

~ompetition.

It is educational to see the cream of the crop in (undergraduate)

business schools and to compete against them."

Another factor that approximates

true business practice, added Bell, is that "you're fighting out making corporate
decisions with people on your team who represent different business areas.

And

the exercise teaches you how you're going to have to cooperate with the different
phases of a corporate operation -- the sales managers, the marketing analysts,
labor, production heads."
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